HEALTH HAPPENS IN YOUTH MEDIA
Teen mom dropouts, street yoga, air pollution, crowded apartments and election coverage
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Youth Media for Building Health Communities: Each week in the 14 BHC places, young people knit together
experiences at school, at work, at home and in their neighborhoods to tell stories about how health happens.

Carlyn Bynes had almost given up on school in 11th grade, but just when he thought he would never return to
the classroom, he borrowed a psychology book from a mentor. That got him thinking about fate and free will, and
he made a turnaround to get his diploma. “It helped me realize that the amount of power we have over our lives is
based on the decisions we make every day,” Listen on Youth Radio.
Johnny Flores leaves Coachella every morning to attend private high school in the affluent community of Palm
Desert. Though he feels he doesn’t fit in at Xavier College Prep, he made a strategic choice for opportunity. “’I’ve
only been out of state once in my entire life, and here kids were talking about their lavish summer trips to the East
Coast and Europe. I had only seen MacBooks and other Apple products on television, and here kids had all of them at
their fingertips.” Read his story on Coachella Unincorporated.
Gabriel Ramirez attended five high schools in three years. Floating around was an experiment mixing mistakes
and progress. Ultimately, he says, “I soon realized that it doesn’t matter what school you go to; they either get
better or worse and it is up to you to choose your own fate at that school.” His story is on Access Local TV.
Community members at a forum on boys and men of color in Fresno discussed graduation disparities and
the “zero-tolerance” discipline laws that have led to more suspension and expulsion. “The panel said willful
defiance accounts for 42% of all suspensions in California, leading to more suspension, expulsion and higher dropout
rates.” Read about it on The Know.
Young mothers look back on their decision to leave school after becoming pregnant, never to return. Reflected in
the voices of these mothers is regret, resignation, and insight for others like them. “One of the main reasons I left
school was because I was pregnant and in a gang. Those two things just don’t mix.” Read more on South Kern Sol.

Seven yoga poses that you can bust out anywhere. “The mountain pose is great for strengthening your thighs,
knees and ankles. It also improves posture.” And you can do it at the bus stop. An urban yoga video Youth Radio.
A graduating senior in Richmond tries to re-engage reluctant her father in her life after his incarceration. “I’ve
never called him Dad. Never. ‘Cause I feel he’s not my dad. And I really, really want a relationship with him.” Watch
on Richmond Pulse.
In photos, teenagers across California confess what’s for breakfast…. and lunch, and dinner. What do these
photographs say about eating today? The colors and flavors of a teen diet can be viewed at Diary of a Teen Diet.
Students Run L.A. (SRLA) is a program founded by a high school teacher to help kids channel their energy by
running the annual Los Angeles marathon. “Running has always been so much fun. The marathon was a challenge
that I could prove I could conquer.” Hear more from this year’s runners on Boyle Heights Beat.

One Merced teen shares his STD shock and interviews a friend about hers. “I would have never thought it could
have happened to me in a million years.” Their stories reveal that trusting your partner isn’t enough, and that
frequent testing is vital, on We’Ced.
The oldest daughter of seven, a 15 year old fights her family’s expectation that she will become pregnant as a
teen. “I hope it’s not me. I hope I don’t have to enter that situation where I have to drop everything to take care of
my child. I have already given up so much for my brothers and sisters.” Read the story on South Kern Sol.

While Los Angeles at large is known for air pollution, Boyle Heights is considered a “toxic hot spot,” because of
its proximity to refineries, auto body shops, rail yards and numerous freeways. “Boyle Heights’ 90033 ZIP code
had an asthma hospitalization rate of 137.7 per 100,000 people in 2009, compared with a statewide rate of 86.2,
according to the state hospitalization data.” Boyle Heights Beat has the story.
Community walks are the newest in low key activism to build neighborhood relationships and promote health
and safety. Five neighborhoods in Long Beach have organized such events, where residents look around and
assess the condition of different routes, gathering ideas to make the whole neighborhood more walkable. “You
get to know your neighbors, you really see what’s going on in every street, it makes things safer.” Read more on
Voicewaves.
According to the California Homeless Youth Project, about 1.6 – 2.1 million youths from the ages of 12 to 24 are
predicted to become homeless within the next year in the U.S. In Merced, some counts have homeless numbers
doubling since 2010. “When the Census takes the population count they do not consider those such as Daniel who
live whoever they can for however long possible and have no permanent living arrangements.” Learn about the
homeless in our midst, from Tent City to shelters, on We’Ced.
The Latina Center offers support groups, domestic violence workshops, and leadership programs to the growing
community of Spanish speaking women in Richmond. The center’s founder Miriam Wong had a mission is to
bring women up to their full potential, not only as mothers and wives but as community members. “[U]pon
arriving in this country, they feel anxiety over how to survive in a society completely foreign to them, and (anxiety
over) how to contribute and be significant.” Read about the programs on Richmond Pulse.
With nine people living in two rooms, large families in low-income housing complexes show that overcrowded
apartments are still an urban reality. Fewer than 30% of Boyle Heights residents own their homes, so the
neighborhood has seven times more people per square mile than in Los Angeles County as a whole. “The city’s
ordinance on overcrowding is not generally enforced due to the sheer lack of affordable housing and the idea that
making folks homeless is not better.” Read more on Boyle Heights Beat.
Voicewaves conducted an air quality test in Long Beach near the 710 freeway, and found that ultrafine
particulate matter was 35 times above safe levels. “We don’t necessarily think about we are inhaling into our
systems daily.” Youth reporters take this information to the streets and ask residents what they think the
community can do about it, on Voicewaves.
A young reporter visiting San Diego from Long Beach discovers local enthusiasm for parks and open spaces. “A
skatepark is not something that just popped up overnight. And it isn’t something only youth would like to see
realized.” Listen on Speak City Heights.
Two years ago, the corner of 6th and MacDonald was two acres of abandoned parking lot. Now, comfort and
serenity can be found among soil beds, chickens, rabbits and beehives in the Iron Triangle, long reputed as one of
Richmond’s poorest and most violent neighborhoods, . The story about the vibrant urban gardening movement

in Richmond is on Richmond Pulse.
The healthy choice is not always the easy choice. It’s hard to be good — and decisive — when you’re hungry
and the flashy junky goodies are the closest thing. “You know how he slogan says, ‘Hungry? Grab a Snickers.’
We say, ‘Hungry? Grab a Cliff Bar or an Odwalla Bar.’” Tips for choosing the (not exactly healthy, but) healthier
choices, when the corner store is your only place to grab a bite on Youth Radio Eats.
In City Heights, San Diego, youth journalist Arturo Martinez reports on a neighborhood sliding into blight for
over a decade, worsened by the recession. “It is vital for the neighborhood to come together as a community and
talk about what needs to be improved.” Find the story and photos on Speak City Heights.
The AjA Project's PhotoCity program teaches youth to turn the lens outward and critically examine community
issues. Through photography, AjA students from Monroe Clark Middle School examine their built environment
and identify a lack of street lights, dangerous canyon walks and dirty parks. “Near schools they don’t have street
lamps because they don’t really think anything would happen there. They have more lights next to the stores.” Find
the audio slideshow on Speak City Heights.

ELECTION SPECIAL COVERAGE
Only a third of registered voters in Boyle Heights voted in 2008, compared to 78% of
registered voters nationally. While affected like any Americans by decisions made by
Washington politicians, Boyle Heights residents have a voter turnout problem. “Alicia Ortiz, an
undocumented mother of five...encourages people to become more civically engaged even though
her immigration status prohibits her from voting.” Read the story on Boyle Heights Beat.
In Youth Radio’s coverage of the Republican and Democratic conventions, they question assumptions about first
time voters. Bianca Brooks, in a piece aired on NPR’s All Things Considered, asks young voters about why, whether
and for whom they might vote. She posits that Obama can’t win without the youth vote, but according to one young
DNC delegate, “The number of people I know my age that are going to vote is way less than the people my age I know
that are not going to vote.” Listen on Youth Radio and check out their infographic on young voters.
A first-time voter says experiencing the Democratic National Convention was an eye-opener, making her think
more about the role that government plays in her life. “Like any other family, my parents faced job layoffs and paycuts,” she writes, and her family taught her that “we needed a government who worked for the people, as the people
worked for it.” Her blog is on Voicewaves.
“The last two nights at the Democratic National Convention have had consistent themes: immigration, women’s rights,
the economy, and college affordability. But one subject that has consistently been on the minds of Americans for the
last weeks has not been mentioned once: gun control.” Read the story on Youth Radio.
Nathan “Patches” Pim is a Florida-based member of Food Not Bombs who serves meals to the homeless, and to
Occupy activists at the Republican National Convention. His puppet show brought poverty and foreclosure to the
RNC. “The first step is for you to submit your entire life history, to prove that you are worthy!” Watch an interview
with Pim on Youth Radio.
A young reporter who attended the DNC says, “Before we view our country as an epic tug-of-war between
Republicans and Democrats, we must first and foremost remember that it is comprised of people and families.” Read
her opinion on the convention and today’s political climate on Coachella Unincorporated.

This wouldn’t be a newsletter of youth voices if everything they said fit neatly into our agenda. On that
note… 17 year-old Andrew Ortega has worked to help support his family of eight since he was barely twelve. But
this summer, he begins work in an air-conditioned Starbucks — not in triple-digit heat in the fields of the Eastern
Coachella Valley. “Ortega attributes his high school AVID class (Advancement Via Individual Determination) and the
Mecca Boys and Girls Club for preparing him for the job.” Read more on Coachella Unincorporated.
Visit http://ymbhc.wordpress.com/ for more youth perspectives on community health.

